
Supporting your needs
The Invacare bed range features a wide range of accessories which 
give you the possibility to customise your bed both in terms of design 
and taste. This allows perfect fittings to personal environments with 
supporting accessories, tailored to individual client needs.
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Complies with  
IEC 60601-2-52



Bed ends

Susanne bed end
SB 755 beech bed ends, 
compatible with Line full length 
side rails.

Anita bed end
Additional wooden bed end 
design in beech for SB 755, 
compatible with Line full length 
side rails.

Victoria bed end
Bed end with removable access 
panel for SB™ 755 in beech.
Compatible with Line full length 
side rails.
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Side rails

Britt V
Full length wooden side rail 
available in beech.

Line
Full length aluminium side rail in 
beech.

Line Extendable
Full length aluminium side rail 
available in beech. Adjustable 
length 200-220 cm.

Side rail height extender
Height of Medley® Ergo, Line 
and Britt V full length side rails 
can be increased by 15 cm.

Medley Ergo wooden side 
rails
Full length wooden side rails for 
Invacare Medley Ergo range in 
beech.

Medley Ergo steel side rails
Full length steel side rails for 
Invacare Medley Ergo range.

Verso II side rail
A modern, collapsible steel side 
rail for use on Medley Ergo, 
Etude Plus and SB 755 beds.
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Invacare Scala Basic 2
Foldable steel side rail 42.7cm 
height.

Invacare Scala Basic Plus 2
Foldable steel side rail 42.7cm 
height with plastic inserts at the 
mounting brackets.

Invacare Scala Medium 2 
Foldable steel side rail 48.3cm 
height for deeper mattresses.

Invacare Scala Decubi 2
Foldable steel side rail 56.2cm 
height for deep mattresses such 
as Dynamic systems.

Side rails

Side rail covers

Cover for full length side rail
Padded cover for Britt V wooden 
side rail and Medley Ergo metal 
and wooden side rails. Cover 
remains in place when side rail 
is lowered. Available in standard 
and net.

Cover for Line side rail 
Padded covers for Line side rail. 
Cover remains in place when 
side rail is lowered. Available 
in padded, extra padded and 
extended + 10 cm and + 20 cm.

Net cover for Line side rail 
Net covers for Line side rail. 
Cover remains in place when 
side rail is lowered. Available as 
standard and extended + 10 cm 
and + 20 cm.

Cover for Scala metal side rails
Padded cover for three quarter 
length metal side rails. Cover 
remains in place when side rail 
is lowered. Available in standard, 
extended, and extra padded.

Cover for side rail height 
extender
Padded cover for side rail height 
extender placed on Britt V, Line 
and Medley® Ergo full length 
wooden side rails.
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Support handle
A very stable support handle for getting in and out of bed: 
H25 x W30 cm
H25 x W80 cm
H40 x W30 cm
H40 x W50 cm
H40 x W95 cm

Support handles

Swivel support handle
The swivel support handle 
makes it possible to swing the 
legs out over the handle before 
the grip is folded out. Can be 
used alone or in pairs on the  
SB™ 755.

Support handle for Octave®

Makes getting in and out of bed 
much easier for users. 
H40 x W30 cm.

Swivel lifting pole
The lifting pole swings away to 
the side of the bed. Handle can 
be adjusted in both height and 
depth. 

Lifting pole
Catching handle can be adjusted 
in both height and depth. 

Lifting poles

Lifting pole
Handle can be adjusted in both 
height and depth. For use with 
Octave beds.
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Bumper wheels
The bumper wheel can be 
mounted horizontally or 
vertically. Available in three 
different sizes.

Distance bumper
Prevents walls from being 
damaged when is the bed is 
moved. Can be placed on the 
base frame at the end of the bed 
or at the side of the bed. 

Lowering kit
By using 75 mm wheels, SB™ 755  
can be lowered to 25 cm.

Other accessories

Limitation crossbar
Prevents the leg support from 
dipping below horizontal position. 
Can be placed on the base frame. 
Available in ivory and aluminium. 
For SB 755.

Cover tubes
To be mounted on the bed frame 
to cover the tubes when the 
bed SB 755 mattress platform is 
extended. Available in 5cm and 
10cm.

Extension parts for Etude® Plus
Available in 10 cm or 20 cm 
extension.

Extension for Octave®

Extension for Octave for greater 
flexibility. 10 cm to 20 cm 
extension.

Wooden adapters –  
Octave bed
Wooden adapters for mounting 
Octave side rail, comes in beech 
and cherry.

Side rail lock
Strap for locking the side rail in 
its lowest position. Can be used 
with any side rail. 

Mattress support extension 
for Medley® Ergo
Extends the length of Medley 
Ergo by additional 15 cm

Transportation fitting for 
Etude Plus
Fittings for easy transport of the 
Etude Plus beds.

Transportation rack
Can be used with SB 755. 
For transporting or storing an 
assembled bed.



T-cable
Can be used when two hand 
controls are needed. 

Battery back-up
To be used in case of power 
failure*.

Holder for hand control
Flexible holder for hand control, 
easier access for users. 
Available for soft control, HB70, 
HB80, HL80 and HL85 and 
Dewert hand control. Comes in 
aluminium and ivory.

Extension cable
2.5 metre extension cable for 
Linak hand control.
Can be used for SB 755, Etude® 
Plus and Octave®.
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Other accessories

➀ ➁

IV Rack
➀ Free-standing IV rack. Height-
adjustable, castors for easy 
movement. 
➁ Can be placed in the lifting 
pole tube or on the bed frame.

Bed Cradle 
Bed cradle can be placed on the 
bed end to alleviate pressure 
from the duvet on the legs/feet.

Transport fitting for Medley® 
Ergo
For easy storage and transport.

IV Rack mount fittings 
Fittings for mounting the IV rack 
either in the lifting pole tube or 
on the bed frame. 

Hand control
Hand control HB80 and HL80 
with green button function. 
Each function of the HL80 can 
be individually locked. 
Available for SB 755.

Soft control
Function-based hand control 
with easy activated buttons. 
Available for all Invacare beds.

Electrical accessories

Hand control for Octave®

Hand control HL85. Each 
function on the HL85 can be 
individually locked.

Hand control
Hand control for Medley® 
Ergo available with or without 
lockable functions.



Electrical accessories

Field power supply
Can be used to adjust the height 
or any other motor when no 
power is available. For service 
personel only, not to be used 
with a user in the bed. 

ACP box
Gives healthcare personnel the 
ability to lock the function of one 
or more motors. Can be used 
for SB™ 755, Etude Plus and 
Octave.

Bed tray
Stable table/tray, fits directly on 
the side rails which are full length 
and wooden (90cm wide).

Pausa
Height-adjustable tilt table with 
plate that can be adjusted from 
72 - 116 cm in height. Max load: 
10 kg.

Kauma
Height-adjustable table with 
plate that can be adjusted from 
71 - 113.5 cm in height. Max 
load: 10 kg.

Sonnet Combi
Bedside table in beech. All 
horizontal surfaces are in plastic 
laminate. Practical top shelf, one 
drawer and a cupboard. The flap 
can be adjusted from 31 - 93 cm 
in height.

Furniture

Back Support
Manual backrest support, with 
possible head support. Can be 
adjusted from a 45 - 60 degree 
angle.
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* Please note: Battery back up is for use in emergencies to bring the bed back to a neutral position.
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